ABSTRACT

Introduction Alcohol-related cues trigger relapse in patients with alcohol use disorders (AUDs). These cues may automatically activate motivational approach tendencies. Through computerised cognitive bias modification (CBM), the tendencies of patients with AUD to approach alcohol can be reduced. The present protocol describes a training intervention with approach bias modification (ApBM) incorporating religion-related stimuli as an alternative to alcohol to improve the effectiveness of CBM in a religion-based rehabilitation centre. AUD is often related to patients’ religious attitudes in this treatment context. The religion-adapted ApBM, therefore, combines training in avoidance of alcohol-related motivational cues and an approach to religion-based motivational cues. This combination’s effectiveness will be compared with a standard ApBM and to a sham ApBM.

Methods and analysis Using a double-blind multiarm parallel randomised controlled trial procedure (ratio 1:1:1), 120 patients with AUD will be randomised into 1 of 3 conditions (religion-adapted ApBM, standard ApBM or sham ApBM) with personalised stimuli. The interventions are delivered over 4 consecutive days during an inpatient detoxification programme in addition to treatment as usual. Assessments occur before the start of the training and after the fourth training session, with follow-up assessments after 1 and 4 months. A multivariate analysis of variance will be used with the primary outcomes, the percentage of days abstinent and meaning in life 4-month follow-up. Secondary outcomes include differences in reported training satisfaction and symptoms of AUD.

Ethics and dissemination This study has been reviewed and approved by the Medical Research Ethics Committee Academic Medical Center Amsterdam (Reference number: 2020_251). Further, study results will be published in peer-reviewed journals and presented at international conferences.

Trial registration number NL75499.018.20.

INTRODUCTION

Worldwide, three million deaths per year can be traced to the harmful use of alcohol, leading to economic costs of US$223.5 billion in the USA and €2.6 billion in the Netherlands, where this study takes place. These alcohol use disorders (AUDs) costs represent one of the most significant avoidable risk factors for global burden worldwide. Current treatment practices for AUD are moderately effective, at least in the short term. One year after treatment, patients’ alcohol use has decreased by 87%, but despite intentions to refrain from use, patients struggle to do so, with relapse rates around 50%. However, compared with untreated AUD, the effects of treated AUD are small, suggesting that patients’ characteristics need to be involved in recovery instead of treatment components alone. Religiosity may provide a promising patient characteristic to address in recovery instead of treatment components.

Possible relations between religion and recovery

Previous research has indicated that religion can be essential in AUD and recovery. However, the underlying mechanisms remain unclear. One study found that the benefits of religion on AUD were not mediated by social support or mental health. In contrast, other potential mechanisms show more
An intervention with religious cues to change alcohol approach tendencies

Uncontrolled alcohol use entails automatically activated mental processes. In fact, as a consequence of learning experiences regarding the reinforcing effects of alcohol, alcohol cues automatically activate an appetitive motivation response that includes approach tendencies. Given that treatment has only modest effects on relapse and little effects on implicit alcohol-related cognitions, cognitive bias modification (CBM) has been developed to address these automatically activated cognitive and motivational processes directly. As a form of CBM, alcohol approach bias modification (ApBM) aims to change the automatically activated tendency to approach alcohol.

Previous research has shown that relapse rates decrease by around 10% 1 year after treatment discharge when at least four ApBM training sessions of 15 min are added to regular treatment. Likewise, another study demonstrated lower relapse rates regarding ApBM during detoxification of patients with AUD, finding recently replicated. ApBM is expected to change the dominant behavioural tendency to approach alcohol cues by repeatedly pairing alcohol cues with an alternative category. In alcohol ApBM, the alternative category to which patients are typically trained concerns non-alcohol-containing drinks. However, recent research has indicated that including personally relevant behaviours may be promising, especially in other addictions where there is no obvious alternative to the addictive substance (ie, what is not smoking?). Religion can provide a framework of personally relevant and alternative behaviour. In this study, we compare the efficacy of training toward religion-related alternative cues with standard ApBM, in which patients are trained toward non-alcohol-containing drinks. The religion-adapted ApBM uses religion as a framework for goals conflicting with alcohol use, which is not limited by treatment context but experienced as urgent for the patient in the broader real-life context.

As a result of its flexibility, the ApBM can be adapted to train cues related to surrender to God as automatic religious approach motivation in addition to training of an automatic avoidance of alcohol cues. It could improve the training effectiveness in the context of religion-based treatment. Pictures related to surrender presented during religion-adapted ApBM can support religious-relevant alternative behaviour. For example, during cue activation (eg, experiencing stress) by pairing the alcohol-related cue with personal-relevant consequences (religious behaviour is helpful), which can be transferred in a real-life context (during daily religious rituals). Research suggests that the personal value of cues influences the automatic appetitive response related to self-control, which includes cues related to religious attitudes and behaviour, providing the basis for the religion-adapted ApBM. In theory, in the context of a religious rehabilitation programme, activating automatic appetitive processes related to surrendering to God could increase responsiveness to religious activities and thus indirectly be associated with meaning.
in life. Consequently, this could decrease the activation of automatic appetitive processes related to AUD.

**Religion-adapted ApBM as an experimental add-on in treatment**

This protocol tests this hypothesis in an experimental add-on intervention to change automatic approach tendencies to alcohol and influence automatic mental processes related to surrender to God in AUD patients in a religious treatment setting. The main goal of this randomised controlled trial (RCT) is to test the efficacy of a religion-adapted ApBM training compared with standard ApBM and sham ApBM training. The primary outcome percentage of days abstinent at 4-month follow-up is expected to be higher in both training interventions compared with the sham ApBM with religion-adapted ApBM having the most considerable effect size in this comparison. The same group differences are expected for the second primary outcome because meaning in life is improved by stopping AUD behaviour. Further, the religion-adapted ApBM could also facilitate more personally meaningful religious activities. Secondary outcome variables are training satisfaction and symptoms of AUD. We expect that the religion-adapted ApBM will lead to more training satisfaction after the last training session and fewer AUD symptoms 4 months later than the other interventions. An additional explorative analysis will explore the usefulness of different measures—that is, self-control, meaning in life, self-forgiveness and actual bias change—for selecting the training intervention in which patients could benefit more.

**METHODS**

The present study is a double-blind, multiarm parallel, superiority RCT with three conditions, each consisting of four sessions of either religion-adapted, standard or sham training (ratio 1:1:1) in addition to treatment as usual (TAU) (figure 1). Patients complete a baseline assessment (T1), four sessions of training, a post-training assessment (T2), and two follow-ups during their stay in the detoxification clinic. One month later (T3), patients are contacted by phone during the first follow-up. Four months after the post-training assessment, the second follow-up (T4) will be done at the clinic with a more extensive assessment.

**Participants and procedure**

The study will run between 1 September 2021 and 1 May 2024 in a Christian mental healthcare clinic and addiction centre in the Netherlands. The clinic works disorder specific, primarily according to cognitive–behavioural therapy for AUD and schema therapy, if needed, with a comorbid personality disorder. In addition, pharmacotherapy and trauma therapy is provided if necessary. In all treatments, special attention to the patient’s faith experience is given. Patients from all religious and philosophical backgrounds can participate. However, it is expected, due

---

**Figure 1** Participant flowchart. ApBM, approach bias modification; TAU, treatment as usual.
to the treatment context, that most patients in this study describe themselves as Christians. The targeted number of 120 participants will consist of patients between 18 and 70 years with a diagnosis of AUD following the fifth edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders. Patients with severe neurological disorders (such as Korsakoff syndrome), acute psychotic symptoms, visual or hand-motoric handicaps or difficulties with the Dutch language are excluded.

During the second day of the detoxification programme, the patients receive a folder with study information, informed consent and contact information regarding the current study. On day 3, patients are free to participate in the baseline assessment (T1) after at least 24 hours for consideration. The baseline assessment is followed by a daily training session (Figure 2). After the fourth session on day 7, patients run through the post-training assessment (T2). One month later, the first follow-up (T3) by phone will be enrolled, followed by a more extensive follow-up in the fourth month (T4) at the clinic. This follow-up gives results of at least 30 days without clinical care because some patients will have 3 months of a clinical programme after detoxification as TAU. Patients can withdraw from the study at any time without consequences for their treatment plan. If patients leave the detoxification programme earlier for unexpected reasons, they will still be approached for follow-up measures unless they indicate a desire to withdraw from the study. By default,
already collected data will still be used for analytical purposes but not if patients explicitly reverse the permission to keep the data. This information about the data collection is provided before the start of the study.

**Patient and public involvement**

Before planning the RCT, 10 patients in the Christian mental healthcare clinic were approached through a semistructured interview to find out whether surrender to God also plays a role within the target group of the study (see online supplemental file 1). Most (n=9) described surrender to God as joy, happiness, finding identity, self-worth, peace and disgust towards sin (such as alcohol addiction), and one patient described surrender to God as struggling. In addition, all patients indicated that, according to them, without surrender to God, the consequences could lead to relapse, loneliness and death. Because of this reported importance, a religion-adapted ApBM, focusing on surrender to God, is selected for this RCT. Apart from this, patients were not involved in the planning of the RCT.

**Religion-adapted ApBM and standard ApBM**

Patients select personally relevant religious pictures on the computer screen about surrender and pictures about alcohol and non-alcohol beverages that will be used to assess approach bias and training with ApBM. No action by the research staff is necessary to select pictures because they are automatically integrated into the instruments. In all three ApBM interventions, the training protocol of Wiers et al is used with the instruction to react by pulling or pushing the joystick depending on a right-tilt picture format or left-tilt picture format (indirect instructions). A zoom-effect supports the experience of pushing or pulling the picture (zoom-in on pulling, zoom-out on pushing). The scaling of the picture corresponds with the joystick until the maximal movement is performed. Each ApBM training session starts with a brief assessment block presenting all picture categories (surrender, alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages, presented an equal number of times), equally often in a right-tilt format or left-tilt format. In the next block, stimuli are presented in the to-be-pulled or pushed format depending on the experimental condition: In the religion-adapted ApBM, alcoholic beverages are avoided/pushed and surrender pictures are approached/pulled; in the standard ApBM, alcoholic beverages are avoided/pushed, and non-alcoholic beverages are approached/pulled, and in the ApBM sham-control condition, all categories are pulled and pushed equally often (continued assessment, no training effects expected). In other words, the difference between the religion-adapted ApBM and the standard ApBM is not in the avoided category (alcoholic beverages) but the to-be-approached category: religious pictures of surrender in the religion-adapted ApBM and non-alcoholic beverages in the standard ApBM.

**Measures**

**Demographics**

At baseline, patients’ age, gender, education level, employment status, relationship status, religious background, housing, age of onset of use, psychiatric diagnoses, medication and use of other substances are assessed. Further, the history of neurological disorders, acute psychotic symptoms and visual or hand-motoric handicaps are checked by medical staff and documented in the electronic health record. Finally, during the last follow-up assessment, patients responded whether there was clinical instead of ambulatory treatment after the ApBM training (yes or no) to check for the actual implementation of the treatment plan.

**Self-report measurements**

**Primary outcomes**

At baseline and follow-up of one and 4 month(s), the Timeline Followback (TLFB) is assessed to estimate the percentage of days abstinent for the first primary outcome. The research assistant collects TLFB data with a 30-day retrospective calendar-based measure of daily alcohol use. The research assistant will calculate the standard drinks and ask patients to use their calendars to respond. The percentage of days abstinent is a frequent outcome in AUD research. The experience of meaning in life (second primary outcome) is measured with the Multidimensional Existential Meaning Scale.

**Secondary outcomes**

Additionally, the symptoms of AUD are measured with the Leeds Dependence Questionnaire. Furthermore, patients also report training satisfaction (second secondary outcome) on a 9-point Likert scale ranging from ‘strongly agree’ to ‘strongly disagree’.

**Additional self-report variables**

Other self-report measures examine craving with the Penn Alcohol Craving Scale, negative emotional states with the Depression Anxiety Stress Scales, motivation with the Readiness to Change Questionnaire and self-forgiveness with the State Self-Forgiveness Scale. Religiosity is examined due to intrinsic religiosity with the Duke University Religion Index and the Surrender to God Scale. Abstinence as a sanctified religious goal is assessed with the sanctification scale. During post assessment, patients also report training satisfaction on a 9-point Likert scale ranging from ‘strongly agree’ to ‘strongly disagree’.

**Behavioural (implicit) measurements**

Automatically activated alcohol associations will be assessed with the Implicit Association Test (IAT) using words related to alcoholic beverages (such as beer, wine, etc) and non-alcoholic beverages (such as coke, water, etc) for the target categories. Further, words related to approach (such as advance, closer, etc) or avoid (such as away, escape, etc) will be used for the attribute categories. The automatically activated religious
and alcohol approach tendencies are measured by a modified approach–avoidance task (AAT) with self-selected pictures related to surrender and alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages. Using the IAT and AAT at baseline, post-training assessment and follow-up, the effectiveness of the training interventions can be checked by an actual change in alcohol and religious approach association. Also, the relative preference for short-term over long-term rewards is assessed by the five-trial delay discounting task. It examines a possible explanation of the effectiveness of the religion-adapted ApBM in terms of self-control related to stronger delayed gratification capacity, which has been associated with a reduction in alcohol use.

Statistics for primary and secondary outcomes

Following the intention to treat method, a multivariate analysis of variance will be used with primary outcomes with all randomised patients regardless of completing all the assessment and training sessions. The percentage of days abstinent and meaning in life at 4-month follow-up will serve as dependent variables to measure recovery. Transformed scores will be used to normalise the data to meet the statistical test’s assumption. The secondary outcomes will be used in a second analysis.

The feasibility of a sample size of 120 patients completing the study is estimated with data from 2018 and 2019 about the inflow of 207 unique patients with AUD at the four detoxification departments. In the estimation, it is assumed that 85% of the patients are willing to participate in the study during 33 months of data collection containing a 32% chance of non-response at the 4-month follow-up (207 (inflow)−31 (15% not participate)=120). An analysis with G*Power V.3.1.5 leads to the conclusion that sufficient power (0.8) is met with 2 primary outcome variables, the estimated sample size of 120 participants, alpha of 0.05 and estimated small effect size (F=0.05) in such interventions.

Exploratory analyses

Additionally, in a moderator analysis, multiple regression with the primary and secondary outcomes tests the different additional variables concerning bias change, self-control, religious growth (difference in religious measures between baseline and 4-month follow-up), purpose and (self-)forgiveness for exploratory purposes examining relevant patient characteristics related to training effectiveness. Finally, the associations of these variables concerning the percentage of days abstinent regardless of the intervention will be analysed to confirm previous results in the literature.

Randomisation

Before the data collection, a computer-based, random number generator is used for blocked random assignment by a researcher who is not involved in the study’s data collection. For stratification of gender and clinical programme after detoxification (yes/no), four randomisation schemes will be formed. Although the estimation exists of approaching 207 patients with AUD, randomisation will define 4 schemes with 255 unique numbers (3 numbers per set in 85 sets) as a precaution to consider that more patients can be approached during the actual data collection. The four randomisation schemes will be used to randomly select patients in the three experimental interventions (religion-adapted ApBM, standard ApBM and sham ApBM).

According to the generated number 255, folders for the four randomisation schemes for all expected patients are programmed on the computer in the laboratory, including the corresponding training intervention by a different researcher who is not involved in generating the random allocation sequence and data collection. To ensure the blinding procedure, the research staff only fill out the information for stratification. Then the programmed randomisation procedure independently starts the appropriate condition for the patient. Allocation concealment will be ensured until finishing data collection, which takes place 4 months after the last training session of the last patient who will participate. The folders on the computer look the same to ensure that research assistants who are only involved in data collection do not know the specific training intervention of a patient. Clinical staff will be informed about the study’s general process but receive no information about the training intervention of the patient.

ETHICS AND DISSEMINATION

Ethical approval has been granted through the Medical Research Ethics Committee Academic Medical Center Amsterdam (Reference number: 2020_251). All participants provide written consent to participate after receiving a full written and verbal explanation of the study’s aims, procedures and risks. It is registered in Netherlands Trial Register (reference number: NL9014) and Central Committee on Research Involving Human Subjects (reference number: NL75499.018.20). The aim is to publish the findings in peer-reviewed international journals. In addition, therapists, physicians and other care providers working with AUD will be informed through national and international conference meetings.

This protocol describes a double-blind, RCT comparing the effectiveness of a standard ApBM with sham ApBM and a religion-adapted ApBM with self-selected valued stimuli related to surrender to God during detoxification in the context of a religious rehabilitation programme. Residential detoxification is associated with costly investments of time and medical staff providing medical interventions but is often limited concerning psychological interventions aimed at recovery. ApBM could be a convenient way for patients with AUD in this early recovery stage to participate in psychological interventions increasing treatment effectiveness. Although data collection with patients with AUD will be implemented according to...
the protocol, unexpected changes (eg, patients’ length of stay, day-to-day well-being) during the detoxification programme are not always avoidable, leading to non-completion. In some cases, two ApBM sessions will be done in 1 day (morning and afternoon) to prevent non-completion. The ApBM programme will record the individual training sessions’ date and time to control how many patients receive more than once a day.

Furthermore, the 1-month follow-up can contribute to maintaining patient compliance for the 4-month follow-up. However, because the assessment procedure is the same in all conditions, we expect that possible positive effects of the reminder can still be attributed to the specific condition and not the assessment procedure. Besides, suppose patients cannot come in person for the 4-month follow-up, despite travel allowance, due to unexpected reasons. In that case, the primary and secondary outcomes will be assessed by phone. In addition, some patients may experience craving or distress because of the use of alcohol pictures in the ApBM. Therefore, before and after the ApBM craving will be monitored to minimise the consequences by providing information on a cognitive–behavioural coping technique if patients experience intense cravings.

Personalised approaches seem more effective in assessing automatic mental processes. However, to our knowledge, the effect of self-selected meaningful stimuli contrasting alcohol stimuli during ApBM has not yet been studied. If the religion-adapted ApBM affects recovery by personal relevance, it will align with the effort to use personalised stimuli in CBM. Different self-selected meaningful stimuli depending on the patient’s characteristics could be effective for recovery. For example, individuals with AUD who have parenting goals could improve recovery by using pictures of their child during ApBM to increase their approach motivation to parenthood and paring it with avoidance movement to alcohol.

To the best of our knowledge, this will be the first RCT to integrate religious aspects in CBM to improve the treatment of patients with AUD. Even though religious approaches in treatment can be helpful, it is unclear how a patient with AUD in the context of a religious rehabilitation programme can benefit from religious interventions. The present protocol provides a design to integrate a promising intervention in treatment for AUD adding data on explanations of how religion can be helpful during recovery. The interest in religion and spirituality in mental health is growing, but few studies are conducted on religious traditions in relatively secular countries. Although the generalisability of the data will be limited to a Christian sample, the results can reveal a personalised treatment approach that can be helpful for individuals of other religious minorities. Particularly in religious minorities, the unintentional hesitation by health professionals to discuss religious needs during treatment may contribute to less treatment commitment and satisfaction, which personalised religion-adapted ApBM could address.

As CBM has only small effects on the targeted automatic processes, more data on possible workings mechanisms for selecting the most efficient CBM are necessary. The religion-adapted ApBM that will be used consists of a low-effort method to support the potential religious coping of patients with AUD. If supported by the data, integrating religious coping in treatment could offer benefits for recovery and moderate craving in patients during detoxification. This proposal measures the growth of surrender to God as religious coping, exploring another possible working mechanism between the relation of religion and alcohol use. Next to automatic mental processes related to alcohol and religion and religious coping, the study also assesses the potential role of several variables, including changes in delayed gratification, intrinsic religiosity, meaning in life, negative emotions, motivation and craving, thereby providing information that may enrich future studies with an approach that can be helpful during recovery-related theoretical models.
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Vragen voor het semigestructureerd interview naar overgave aan God

Questions for semi-structured interview surrender to God

1. **Wat is jouw wil binnen de behandeling van verslaving?**
   What does your will mean within the treatment of addiction?

   The individual has entered treatment with a certain goal in mind. He/she is intrinsically motivated by both explicit and implicit motives to achieve their goal motivated by their own will.

2. **Wat betekent voor jou Gods wil binnen de behandeling van verslaving?**
   What does God’s will mean for you within the treatment of addiction?

   The individual might be extrinsically motivated by his/her beliefs of what God’s will is when considering addiction.

3. **In hoeverre is Gods wil doen, jouw wil doen?**
   In how far is considering Gods’ will in accordance with your own will?

   The individual might be intrinsically motivated to align their will with God’s will. Or they might experience God’s will as an extrinsic motivation for the goals they aim to attain.

4. **Wat is het gevolg van jouw wil doen zonder Gods wil?**
   What are the consequences of considering your own will without God’s will?

   The individual might not consider God’s will as a motivation at all. Especially if the costs of considering God’s will is too high in their motivation to achieve their goals.

5. **Wat is het gevolg van Gods wil doen?**
   What are the consequence of considering God’s will?

   The individual might consider their own will as a motivation at all. Especially if the costs of considering their own will is too high in their motivation to achieve their goals.

6. **Wat versta je onder overgave aan God?**
   What do you associate with surrender to God?

   The individual might not consider their own motivation intrinsically of extrinsically at all when wanting to achieve their goals, but rather surrender their will to God’s will. Or they might not want to surrender at all and achieve their goals on their own merrit and from their own motivation.
### Thema’s in interviews Gods wil, mijn wil en overgave

#### Themes in interviews God’s will, my will and surrender

**Geloof is:** zekerheid, vertrouwen, genezen, een spiegel, liefde, leven, vrijheid. (N=10)

**Faith is:** security, trust, healing, a mirror, love, life, freedom.

**Mijn wil is:**

1. Lusten (drugs, drank, seks en geld), het tegenovergestelde van Gods wil. (n=3)

2. Bewustwording, Gods wil mijn wil laten worden, van middelen blijven, identiteit vinden (n=7)

**My will is:**

1. Lust (drugs, alcohol, sex and money), the opposite of God’s will.

2. Realization, Taking on God’s will as my own, abstinence, finding my identity

**Gods wil is:**

1. Los van verslaving komen, meer naar Hem luisteren, het juiste pad volgen, rust, de waarheid vinden, samenzijn. (n=9)

2. Gebruiken, het is natuur en dat heeft hij gemaakt (n=1)

**God’s will is:**

1. Breaking free from addiction, listening to God, following the right path, peace, discovering the truth, fellowship

2. Substance use, it’s natural and God created it.

**Gods wil+ mijn wil:**

1. Geen middelen gebruik, goed doen in deze wereld, God groot maken, overgeven aan God (N=8)

2. Niet altijd het zelfde maar kan afgestemmd worden. (N=1)

3. Gebruiken is ok. (N=1)

**God’s will + my will:**

1. Abstinence, doing good in the world, praising His name, surrender to God

2. Not always the same, but can be aligned

3. Substance use is ok.

**Gevolg zonder God:** Gebruik middelen, struikelen en terugvallen, eenzaamheid, de dood (N=10)

**Without God:** Substance abuse, stumbling and relapse, loneliness, death

**Gevolg met God:**

1. Geluk en vreugde, leven, identiteit en eigenwaarde vinden, rust, afkeer van zonden (gebruik). (N=9)

2. Worstelen en strijden. (N=1)

**With God:**


2. It’s a struggle

**Overgave is:**

Alles overgeven/ God toelaten → Geleid worden → vreugde ontvangen. Vergeven en offers brengen. Toegeven het niet alleen te kunnen. (N=10)
Surrender is: Surrendering all/ allowing God in → Being lead → receiving joy.
Forgiveness and sacrifice. Admitting that you cannot do it alone.